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ARPCA HIGH PERFORMANCE DRIVER EDUCATION
PROGRAM MISSION STATEMENT

The mission and purpose of the Allegheny Region PCA High Performance Driver Education (HPDE) program is to
afford participants the opportunity to drive their vehicle on a closed-course racing circuit in a safe, structured,
and controlled teaching environment.   The program is designed so that participants will improve their driving
skills and acquire a better understanding of high-performance driving techniques and vehicle dynamics.
ARPCA HPDE events are not racing, not to be considered preparation for racing, nor a competition of any kind.
Conduct considered by the Track or Safety committees to be unsafe or inconsistent with the purpose or spirit
of this mission will not be tolerated.

OVERVIEW
This manual contains important information regarding the Allegheny Region PCA HPDE events at Pittsburgh
International Race Complex (Pitt Race).   All participants are responsible for reviewing and complying with
the information and procedures contained herein.

REGISTRATION PROCEDURES
You will receive an email approximately two weeks before the event detailing registration hours, location
and required documents and credentials.  Plan to arrive in plenty of time to complete Tech and Registration
before the Driver’s Meeting!

Late arrivals: If you do not arrive in time to complete the registration process, you will probably lose track
time.

PRE-EVENT PROCEDURES
It cannot be overstated that the effort ensuring your vehicle is properly prepared for track use will result in
the best chances of a safe and successful event, and a positive learning experience.   It is far better and
safer to have any potential mechanical deficiencies in the vehicle corrected before leaving home.   High-
performance driving on a racing circuit will quickly unmask any components that aren't capable of handling
the stress placed on them in this environment.

All information for this event will be located here at ARPCA.com: http://arpca.com/de-info

VEHICLE SAFETY INSPECTION
Vehicle Safety Inspection: The Vehicle Safety Inspection (VSI) form must be properly completed and presented
with your car at ARPCA Tech inspection at the track. Bring this completed form to the track which may be found
at ARPCA.com (see link above).

PCA National requires all cars used for an HPDE event to undergo an inspection from a third-party automotive
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repair facility within 30 days prior to the event.   Please don’t arrive at registration without having completed
this very important prerequisite of driving your car on the track!

There is additional, supplemental information available. Please take a moment to review this document and
verify if the information is applicable to your vehicle.   The VSI Supplemental Info may be found at ARPCA.com
(see link above).

Questions regarding the Vehicle Safety Inspection process should be directed to the ARPCA Safety Chairman at
Safety@ARPCA.com .

VEHICLE PREPARATION
Responsibility: It is the responsibility of the participant to ensure their vehicle is properly prepared for track
use.   The pre-event Vehicle Safety Inspection is only a check that the vehicle is track-worthy.   You should be
making a visual inspection before each track session for obvious mechanical issues, e.g. tire wear, brake pad
wear, fluid leaks, etc.

Brakes and brake components: There are no components of any vehicle used on a racing circuit that is placed
under greater stress than the brakes.   As indicated on the Vehicle Safety Inspection Form, it is mandatory at
the start of the event that brake pad thicknesses exceed 50% of new pads for your car.   It should also be noted
that the design of the Pitt Race circuit has been known to be particularly demanding to vehicle brake
components as compared to many other tracks.

Convertibles/Roll Bar: All "non-fixed-metal" roofed cars must have OEM rollover protection (e.g., 996 and later
Cabriolets, Boxsters, etc.) or a proper roll bar that passes the "broomstick test".   Convertibles will run with the
top up or occupants will wear arm restraints. Questions regarding acceptable convertibles should be directed
to the Safety Chairman at Safety@ARPCA.com.

Cars not permitted: All open-wheeled cars are prohibited. Cars with fenders attached to the suspension (e.g.,
Lotus 7/Caterham, Ariel Atom, etc.) and not attached to the body of the car in at least two locations are
prohibited.

In-car cameras & data acquisition devices: Any device used in the car must be attached by metal-to-metal
means or by a commercially available suction-cup mounting system.   The use of any device will be at the
discretion of either the instructor assigned to the participant or any of the Track or Safety committee members.
Recording while on-track with an instructor on board is at the discretion of the instructor.

Externally mounted cameras: Must be permanently mounted with a commercially available permanent mount.
The only acceptable external suction-cup mount is one that incorporates a tether.   As with in-car cameras, the
use of any device will be at the discretion of either the instructor assigned to the participant or any of the Track
or Safety committee members.
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DRIVER PREPARATION
Helmet:  Only helmets that meet specific Snell SA or M ratings (for example: 2020) are accepted (with Snell
sticker affixed to helmet interior).  For the current Snell acceptable designation, contact
Chief.Instructor@ARPCA.com.   DOT rated helmets are not acceptable.  ARPCA may have loaner helmets
available.  Contact Chief.Instructor@ARPCA.com for availability.  Pitt Race may have rental helmets available.
Call Pitt Race at (724) 535-1000 to inquire.  You will receive an email detailing the acceptable Snell ratings
approximately 2 weeks before the event.

Attire: The only guidance regarding driver apparel that PCA National provides is that “Footwear must be
enclosed, non-slip, with a relatively smooth sole”.   The Track Committee will allow each participant to decide
for themselves what is safe and comfortable while driving on the track.   Traditionally this has meant long pants
and long sleeves with a cotton (or natural) material but we are not requiring any specific type of clothing to be
worn while on the track.

You will be out in the open for a good part of the weekend; plan on appropriate clothing (in cold/foul weather
extra dry clothing is recommended). Pack rain/foul weather gear if predicted, and sun-block and hats for
summer events. We run regardless of weather conditions unless the track is closed by track management.

AT THE TRACK: PROCEDURES AND INFORMATION

REGISTRATION MATERIALS
Run-Group Car Numbers:  You will receive a letter and number (example D 21) to be affixed to your upper
exterior windshield.  You will receive three additional sets of numbers (in this example 21) to be affixed to both
sides (typically exterior side rear windows or doors), and the rear of the vehicle (typically upper exterior corner
of rear windshield or bumper).  Side and rear numbers are to be placed for greatest visibility by track
personnel.

Event Schedule: Please print and bring your own copies (no longer provided).  You may take a photo of the
schedule posted in the registration area. The event schedule provides the time and location of each run group
for the weekend.   This includes when you will be on-track and when you will be in the required classroom
sessions.  You'll receive the schedule in an email approximately two weeks before the event.  It will also be
posted here: ARPCA.com

NOTES FOR ALL VISITORS AND GUESTS

Pitt Race track management requires all who enter the facility to sign an electronic waiver, in advance, online.
You will not be permitted past the Pitt Race entry gate without their specific event online waiver.  Arriving
without the electronic waiver will result in delays.  In addition, PCA National requires all guests to sign the PCA
waiver.  Please ensure that your guests sign the both PCA waiver in advance, online. Failure to do so will result
in delays.  Upon arriving, go to registration, produce the waiver credential on their phone, and receive a
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wristband which allows access to all spectator areas for the duration of the event.   Guests that are under 16
must have a guardian adult complete the PCA electronic waiver online, in advance.  Please wear the wristband
for the duration of the event.

All guests must remain in "spectator" areas.  They are not allowed where cars line up to go on track (false grid,
hot pit, overflow grid).   All guests are the responsibility of the participant.

DRIVERS MEETINGS

Drivers/Instructors Meetings: Attendance at all meetings is mandatory. There will be separate meetings for
drivers and instructors every morning of the event.  Refer to the schedule for time and location.    Track
sessions may be revoked or dismissal from the entire event is possible for those failing to attend required
meetings.  Roll call is taken at every meeting.

CLASSROOM SESSIONS

The attendance of classroom sessions is mandatory! Failure to attend any classroom session may result in
loss of track sessions. The times of your run group classroom are clearly indicated on the event schedule.  The
classroom is located in the Timing/Scoring Building adjacent to the start/finish line.

MISCELLENEOUS EVENT INFORMATION
Use of any type of airborne drone device is prohibited.

Food at the track:  There is a privately-owned and operated food vendor which will be open for both breakfast
and lunch each day.  Outside the track, Subway and Al’s Corner are available throughout the day for food and
other provisions.   Al's corner is also a self-serve gas station.

Fuel at the track:  The unmanned Sunoco fueling facility will be open for the event.   Refer to
www.pittrace.com for available fuel and credit cards accepted.

ITEMS TO BRING
Recommended: Torque wrench and correct socket for wheel lug nuts, tire pressure gauge, glass cleaner and
paper towels, any other tools or devices that are specific or unique to your car.

"Nice to have":  Everyone has their own idea of what should be brought with them for an HPDE weekend but
most would agree that a folding, "campsite-style" chair is a must.   Having plenty of water and/or sports drink
as well as snacks will keep you hydrated and energy levels where they will need to be to perform well while on-
track.

Facility Map:  go to this link for a map of the Pitt Race venue: Pitt Race Facility Map (printable)
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Directions to Track
1) Take PA Turnpike to Exit 13 (Beaver Falls)
2) Follow Route 18 North about 1.8 miles
3) Turn left at Penndale Rd.  (when you see the "Pitt Race” sign, turn left)
4) Follow Penndale Rd. all the way to the top of the hill to the entry gate (please respect neighborhood speed

limit)
5) Continue straight from the entry gate, to the North Track Paddock and Garage area.  Note that you will

NOT be allowed entry unless you have completed the Pitt Race waiver online, in advance of arrival.
6) Note: some GPS units have been known to take drivers to a non-existent entrance.  Only enter from Rt 18.


